
Classic framed canvas

Short description: Our bestselling satin-laminated classic frames paired with a
Gicl&eacute;e canvas print

Long description: Create your own custom canvas prints with our classic framed canvas. 

Each classic framed canvas print is produced on our artist-grade
cotton (400gsm) substrate using a Giclée fine art printing method for
a museum-quality finish, then hand-stretched over a 19mm slim
canvas frame and encased in our satin-laminated classic frame.

Available to order in sizes ranging from 4x6” to 40x60”, our classic
framed canvases come with eight frame colour options: black, white,
natural, antique silver, antique gold, light grey, dark grey and brown.
You can also choose from a selection of canvas wrap options, including
black, white, image wrap and mirror wrap.

Looking to expand your canvas wall art offering? Check out our full
range of framed canvas prints, which includes our popular float
framed canvas and eco framed canvas.

Features: - Satin-laminated picture frame
- Custom Giclée canvas print included
- 19mm frame depth 
- 8 frame colour options
- Available in sizes 4x6” to 40x60”
- 4 canvas wrap options 
- Hand-stretched and framed
- 100+ year colour guarantee

Wholesale price: From £15.00

SKU prefix: GLOBAL-FRA-SLIMCAN

Manufacturing time: 72h

Manufacturing locations: UK EU US

Sizes: 4x6” to 40x60”

Product materials: Canvas, Wood

Frames: Black, White, Natural, Antique Silver, Antique Gold, Light Grey, Dark
Grey, Brown
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Frame dimensions: Depth from wall: 22mm
Face width: 20mm
Rebate width: 5mm
Rebate depth: 17mm

Eco properties:

Water-based inks Sustainably sourced paper or
wood

Printing method: Giclée

Image requirements: jpg, 150dpi recommended

Care instructions: Keep your print away from direct sunlight, as well as reflected light
from mirrors, glass etc.

Do not use any form of liquid or chemical products to clean your
canvas, even if you have a coating. A soft brush can be used
periodically to remove any settled dust.

Make sure your print is displayed at room temperature in a stable,
moisture-free environment and is kept at a safe distance from any
sources of direct heat such as a fireplace or radiator.

Packaging: All shipments are white-label, with no Prodigi branding on the outer
packaging or on any included paperwork.

- Rigid, double-wall corrugated cardboard boxes ensuring maximum
protection.
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